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The thermal stability and corrosion behavior of the nanostructured layer on commercially
pure zirconium, produced by surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT), were
investigated. It is indicated that the nanograined Zr is stable at annealing temperatures up
to 650 �C, above which significant grain growth occurs and the grain size shows
parabolic relationship with annealing time. The activation energy for grain growth of the
nanograined Zr is 59 kJ/mol at 750–850 �C, and the grain growth is dominated by grain-
boundary diffusion. The as-SMATed nanograined Zr exhibits higher corrosion resistance
than the 550–750 �C annealed SMATed Zr and the unSMATed coarse-grained Zr. It is
indicated that the corrosion resistance of Zr tends to increase with the reduction of grain
size, which is related to the dilution of segregated impurities at grain boundaries due to
grain refinement and the formation of passive protection film.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafine grained (UFG, 1–1000 nm) materials are of
great interest due to their unique physical, mechanical,
and biological properties relative to coarse-grained
counterparts.1–5 The issues of thermal stability and cor-
rosion in UFG materials are important for two primary
reasons. First, because on the basis of a Gibb’s free
energy argument, such fine grains may be metastable,
and hence prone to coarsening with a low energy thresh-
old. Second, engineering applications require the consol-
idation of UFG materials, which typically involves
exposure to elevated temperature or corrosive environ-
ment. A number of investigations on the thermal stabil-
ity of UFG materials have been carried out, and the
findings reveal that in pure metals produced by severe
plastic deformation (SPD), significant grain growth
occurs at a relatively low temperature of 0.31 to 0.34
Tm (where Tm is the melting temperature in K).6–8 Al-
though significant grain growth in UFG Ti formed by
equal channel angular pressing was reported to occur at
400 �C (0.34 Tm),8 it is worth noticing that no signifi-
cant grain growth was observed in cryomilled nc-Ti at
the annealing temperature between 450 and 720 �C,

keeping grain size from 15.2 to 27.5 nm.9 In the case
of multicomponent systems, metallic alloys such as
Al–Mg,10 Ni-based alloys,11 and Ti–24Nb–4Zr–7.9Sn
alloy12 had a relatively high critical temperature, with
slow to significant grain growth between 0.5 to 0.65 Tm,
due to the barrier effect of two-phase duplex microstruc-
ture on grain growth. It is indicated that the thermal
stability of UFG metallic materials is strongly dependent
on the kinds of metals and formation techniques.
Relative to thermal stability, the reports on corrosion

behaviors of SPD-derived UFG metallic materials are
limited, and the results are not consistent. For copper,
Vinogradov et al.13 reported that corrosion behavior of
UFG copper did not qualitatively change in comparison
with its coarse-grained one in the modified Livingston
etchant (HCl: 30 mL + CH3COOH: 10 mL + H2O:
410 mL) at the constant temperature of 298, 303, 308,
and 313 K. Miyamoto et al.14 revealed that UFG copper
exhibited an improved corrosion resistance relative to
coarse-grained copper in the modified Livingston etchant
(HCl: CH3COOH: H2O = 1: 3: 80) at ambient tempera-
ture, whereas Barbucci et al.15 showed a decrease in the
protective properties of the passive layer in the nano-
grained Cu89Ni09 alloy in 0.3% Na2SO4 solution added
with different chloride at room temperature (RT). For
titanium, it was found that the UFG Ti was more resistant
to corrosion than its coarse-grained counterpart in H2SO4
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solution concentrations from 1 to 5 M at RT16; on the
contrary, a lower corrosion resistance of UFG Ti in com-
parison with the coarse-grained Ti in 0.9% NaCl at RT
was revealed by Garbacz et al.17 In the case of metallitic
alloys, UFG Al–Mn alloy in 3.5% NaCl at RT18 and
AISI-321 stainless steel in 3.5% NaCl at RT19 possessed
a better corrosion resistance than their coarse-grained
counterparts; however, a negative efficiency of grain re-
finement to corrosion resistance in AZ61 magnesium
alloy in 0.9% NaCl at RT was also reported.20 It is sug-
gested that the effect of grain refinement on corrosion
resistance is changeable in different metallic systems.

Zirconium and its alloy have been extensively used as
cladding materials for fuel element in nuclear reactor
systems, which involves an acid and high-temperature
environment.21 Due to the beneficial properties of UFG
metals, efforts to produce UFG or nanograined Zr have
been undertaken recently by severely rolling,5 and sur-
face mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT).22 The basic
principle of SMAT is the generation of plastic deforma-
tion in the surface layer of a bulk metal by means of the
repeated multidirectional impact of flying balls on the
sample surface. The plastic deformation in the surface
layer under the high strain rate results in a progressive
refinement of coarse grains into a nanometer regime. As
described in our previous work,22 the grain size of Zr
increases gradually from about 5 to 10 nm at the top
surface to about of 100 nm at a depth of 20 mm from
the treated surface after treatment for 30 min. Although a
theoretic simulation showed that the corrosion rate of Zr
decreased with the decrease of grain size,23 experimental
investigation of thermal stability and corrosion resis-
tance of the nanograined Zr has been rarely reported,
which is the purpose of this work.

II. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The as-received commercially pure Zr plates, which had
a purity of 99.99 wt% were annealed at 550 �C for 10 h to
eliminate residual deformation. After annealing, they were
ground to remove oxide and polished to a mirror finish.
For SMAT of the Zr plate, an SNC-II surface nanocrystal-
lization testing machine, as described in detail else-
where,24 was used. A Zr plate with diameter of 100 mm
and thickness of 5 mm was mounted at the top, while
zirconia balls (2 mm in diameter) were placed at the bot-
tom of a cylinder-shaped vacuum chamber in the machine.
The bottom of the chamber was vibrated by a vibration
generator at a frequency of 20 kHz, resulting in the balls
resonating and impacting the surface of the Zr plate. Under
this condition, the Zr plate was treated at RT for 15 min.

To study the thermal stability of the nanograined Zr, the
samples cut from the SMATed Zr plate were encapsulated
in quarts tubes with a vacuum of 1.5 � 10�4 Pa to receive
annealing treatment at 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, and

750 �C for 10 h, respectively. Hardness measurements
were performed on the surfaces of the SMATed samples
annealed at different temperatures by a MVK-H300V
Vickers hardness testing machine (Tianxing, Shenyang,
China), with a load of 20 g and a loading time of 5 s.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the annealed SMATed
samples were collected using Cu Ka radiation in y–2y
mode over a 2y angle of 20� to 80� at a step of 0.017�.
The grain sizes of the surface layers and specific depth
layers from the surfaces of the annealed SMATed samples
were observed by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM; JEM-2100F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operated at
200 kV. TEM foils for the layers at different depths from
the surfaces of the annealed SMATed samples were
prepared first by removing the corresponding surface
layers, and then mechanically grinding the samples on the
unSMATed sides to get thin plates with a thickness of
about 30 mm; the thin plates were then electropolished
using a twin-jet technique in a solution of 10% perchloric
acid and methanol at a voltage of 50 V and a temperature
of �40 �C. Furthermore, the TEM foil taken from the
SMATed surface layer was set on a Gatan 628 single-tilt
heating holder (Tokyo, Japan) equipped in the JEM-2100F
TEM (JEOL) and in situ observation of the grain growth
was performed at 750 and 850 �C for different duration
times of 5 to 70 min. At each duration time, more than
5 bright-field image pictures were taken, the measure-
ments of the grain sizes were made directly from TEM
photomicrographs and at least 300 grains were measured
to count the average grain size. Because many grains are
elongated, the datum points were separately presented for
measurements of the average of the short axis, the average
of the long axis, and the average from randomly selected
directions, whereas measurements for the grains were
taken consistently along randomly selected directions, as
described by Wu et al.25

Potentiodynamic tests of the unSMATed, as-SMATed,
and 550–750 �C annealed SMATed Zr samples were
performed using an IM6e potentiostat system (Zahner,
Germany) at RT. In the tests, each of the samples with an
exposed area of 1 cm2 was immersed in a 1 N H2SO4

solution under an open laboratory air condition, and a
platinum electrode was used as a counter. All electro-
chemical potential measurements were taken with respect
to a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). After a 30 min
delay under open-circuit conditions to make the samples
reach a steady state, the potentiodynamic polarization
curves were measured from �0.5 to +1.5 V potential
(referred to the SCE) at a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s. Further-
more, the surface morphologies of the potentiodynamic
polarized samples were observed by a field-emission scan-
ning electron microscope (FE-SEM; JSM-6700F, JEOL).
The elements composition was examined by an energy
dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDX; DX-4, Philips, The
Netherlands).
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III. RESULTS

A. Thermal stability of the nanostructured
surface layer

Figure 1 shows XRD patterns of the SMATed samples
annealed at different temperatures for 10 h. Compared
with the as-SMATed sample, the 250 �C annealed sam-
ple exhibits a slight sharpening of the diffraction peaks.
On the other hand, there is no obvious change in full
width at half maximum (FWHM) and intensity for the
diffraction patterns of the samples annealed 250–550 �C;
however, the diffraction peaks of the samples annealed at
650 and 750 �C are apparently sharpened and their inten-
sities become strong, as shown in Table I, in which (110)
plane was taken as an example. Surface hardness values
of the SMATed-samples annealed at different tempera-
tures for 10 h are shown in Fig. 2. The hardness almost
does not change at the annealing temperature lower than
550 �C, but then tends to decrease with further increasing
the annealing temperature 650 to 750 �C, suggesting that
significant grain growth occurs from 650 �C. The error
bars for grain size and hardness data in Fig. 2 are stan-
dard deviations.

On the basis of the XRD and hardness analysis results,
the microstructure observation was performed by TEM
on the SMATed-samples annealed at 250 to 750 �C for
10 h with emphasis on 550, 650, and 750 �C. The TEM
images of the as-SMATed and 550 �C annealed surface
layers are shown in Fig. 3. Bright-field images [Figs. 3(a)
and 3(c)] and dark-field images [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)] indi-
cate that the as-SMATed surface layer is nanocrystal-
lized with a grain size of about 7 nm, and no obvious
changes in grain size and morphology are observed after
annealing at 550 �C; in addition, selected-area electron
diffraction (SAED) patterns [inset in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)]

all exhibit continuous rings without spots, which is
an electron diffraction characteristic of very fine grains.
However, the 550 �C annealed sample exhibits a decrease
of defect density in comparison with the as-SMATed
sample. Figure 4 shows inverse Fourier high-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) images of the as-SMATed and 550 �C
annealed surface layers. In the as-SMATed surface layer,
dislocations with the density of about 6 � 1016/m2 are
visible along the grain boundaries but not in the grain
interiors, because dislocations will hardly pileup in grains
when grain sizes are less than a critical value as suggested
elsewhere22,26; after annealing, the dislocation density
at grain boundaries decreases. The d-spacing of (100)
plane keeps constant at 0.277–0.279 nm before and after
annealing, fitting well to that presented in JCPDS Card
No. 5-665 (0.2798 nm). Figure 5 shows TEMmicrographs
of the layers at a depth of 10 mm from the surfaces of the
as-SMATed and 550 �C annealed samples. In the layers,
grains are near-equiaxed with sizes of about 60 to 80 nm,
and reduced dislocation density in the interiors of the

FIG. 2. Surface hardness values of the SMATed-samples annealed

at different temperatures for 10 h, together with TEM-determined

average grain sizes of the annealed surface layers.

TABLE I. Peak intensity and FWHM of (110) plane detected from

XRD spectra of the different samples.

Samples

(110) plane

Peak

intensity (a.u.) FWHM (�)

As-SMAT Zr 423 0.41

SMATed Zr annealed at 250 �C
for 10 h

435 0.40

SMATed Zr annealed at 450 �C
for 10 h

440 0.40

SMATed Zr annealed at 550 �C
for 10 h

505 0.37

SMATed Zr annealed at 650 �C
for 10 h

1325 0.19

SMATed Zr annealed at 750 �C
for 10 h

2273 0.17

FIG. 1. XRD patterns of the SMATed samples annealed at different

temperatures for 10 h.
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annealed grains can be observed. It is suggested that
annealing of the SMATed sample at 550 �C for 10 h does
not alter the grain size but results in a decrease of disloca-
tion density in the nanocrystalline layer. However, anneal-
ing at an elevated temperature leads to grain growth, as
shown in Fig. 6. The grains in the surface layer become
equiaxed with an average size of 18 � 8 nm after anneal-
ing at 650 �C and significantly increase to 65 � 10 nm
in average size after annealing at 750 �C. Furthermore, an
SAED pattern of the 750 �C annealed surface layer [inset
in Fig. 6(b)] presents separate spots instead of continuous
rings, further confirming that the grains grow up apparent-
ly at the annealing condition. The TEM-determined aver-
age grain sizes of the annealed surface layers at different
temperatures are also plotted in Fig. 2. In combination

with the XRD, hardness, and TEM results, it is indi-
cated that the significant grain growth temperature of
the SMAT-derived nanocrystalline Zr is about 650 �C
(923 K), e.g., 0.43 Tm (Tm of Zr is known as 2128 K).
This result suggests that SMAT-derived nanocrystalline
Zr displays a high resistance against grain growth as com-
pared with other SPD-derived UFGmetals, such as Cu, Ti,
Cr,5–7 and cold-worked Zircaloy-4.27

In situ TEM-determined average grain sizes of the
SMATed surface layers held at 750 and 850 �C for dif-
ferent duration times are shown in Fig. 7, and the corre-
sponding TEM images taken from the 750 �C held
surface layer, as an example, are shown in Fig. 8. It is
indicated that the relationships between average grain
size and duration time at 750 and 850 �C are parabola,
and temperature is a key factor to control grain growth.
As the temperature reaches 850 �C, grain size of the
surface layer increases significantly in a short period of
time, for instance, to 55 � 5 nm after 1 h duration.

B. Corrosion behaviors

Figure 9 shows potentiostatic polarization curves of
the unSMATed Zr, as-SMATed sample, and SMATed
samples annealed at 550, 650, and 750 �C for 10 h.
The curves of the as-SMATed and annealed SMATed-
samples exhibit active/passive transient peaks on anode
sides (marked with arrows in Fig. 9), revealing typical

FIG. 3. (a) Bright-field and (b) dark-field images of the as-SMATed

surface layer; (c) bright-field and (d) dark-field images of the 550 �C
annealed surface layer.

FIG. 4. Inverse Fourier HRTEM images of the (a) as-SMATed and

(b) 550 �C annealed surface layers.

FIG. 5. TEM micrographs of the layers at the depth of 10 mm from

the surfaces of the (a) as-SMATed and (b) 550 �C annealed samples.

FIG. 6. TEM micrographs of the surface layers of the SMATed sam-

ples annealed at (a) 650 �C and (b) 750 �C for 10 h.
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passivation characteristics; however, such active/passive
transient peaks do not appear in the polarization curve of
unSMATed Zr in which the corrosion-current density on
the anode side rapidly increases with potential until it
reaches a platform. The corrosion potentials and corro-
sion current densities of the samples, derived from the
potentiostatic polarization curves, are shown in Table II,
together with grain size. The unSMATed sample has the
most negative corrosion potential, and the annealed
SMATed-samples show more positive corrosion poten-
tials compared with the as-SMATed sample. As known,

the corrosion potential does not provide much insight
into corrosion rates.28 It is worth noting that the as-
SMATed sample reveals the lowest corrosion-current
density, and the corrosion current densities of the 550
and 650 �C annealed SMATed-samples are similar,
which are about one order of magnitude smaller than that
of the unSMATed sample. Although the 750 �C annealed
SMATed-sample with significantly growing grains to
about 65 nm and exhibits higher corrosion-current densi-
ty than the 550 and 650 �C annealed SMATed-samples,
its corrosion-current density is still lower than that of the
unSMATed sample.
The corroded surfaces of the unSMATed Zr, as-

SMATed sample, 550 and 750 �C annealed SMATed-
samples after potentiodynamic polarization are shown in
Fig. 10. For the unSMATed Zr, many corrosion pits along
grain boundaries are clearly visible: some grains have
been selectively attacked while others remain intact by
environment. This selective corrosion of grains is attrib-
uted to the difference of surfaces crystallographic orienta-
tion. For the as-SMATed sample, however, it is noticeable
that there are few localized corrosion pits on its surface,
but the pits are also inconspicuous in size and the surface
is rather smooth, so that the degree of local environmental

FIG. 7. In situ TEM-determined average grain sizes of the SMATed

surface layers versus different annealing times (t1/2) at 750 and 850 �C.

FIG. 8. In situ TEM images of the SMATed surface layer held at 750 �C
for duration time of (a) 5 min, (b) 15 min, (c) 30 min, and (d) 45 min.

FIG. 9. Potentiostatic polarization curves of the unSMATed sample,

as-SMATed sample, and SMATed-samples annealed at 550, 650, and

750 �C for 10 h.

TABLE II. Corrosion potentials (Ecor) and corrosion current densities

(Icor) of the different samples.

Samples Grain size (nm) Ecor (V) Icor (A/cm
2)

unSMATed Zr 10 � 5 �103 �0.32 5.3 � 10�7

SMATed Zr 7 � 3 �0.23 3.2 � 10�8

SMATed Zr annealed

at 550 �C for 10 h

8 � 4 0.31 7.8 � 10�8

SMATed Zr annealed

at 650 �C for 10 h

18 � 6 0.30 7.5 � 10�8

SMATed Zr annealed

at 750 �C for 10 h

65 � 10 0.01 1.5 � 10�7
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attack at grain boundaries is small. Similarly, for the
annealed SMATed-samples at 550 �C, pitting occurs in a
lower probability, and the pits are smaller and flatter than
that in the unSMATed Zr. Nevertheless, on the surface of
the 750 �C annealed SMATed-sample, for which nano-
grains have significantly grown, big and deep corrosion
pits are more and clearly visible [Fig. 10(d)]. In combina-
tion with Figs. 9 and 10, it is indicated that the corrosion
resistance of the present samples in the H2SO4 solution
are in the following order: as-SMATed Zr > annealed
SMATed Zr > unSMATed coarse-grained Zr (with grain
size of about 10 mm), appearing to be consistent with the
report given by Vinogradov et al. that the UFG Ti was
more resistant to corrosion than its coarse-grained counter-
part16; on the other hand, the corrosion resistance of the
annealed SMATed Zr tend to decrease with the increase of
grain size (e.g., annealing temperature).

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Thermal stability

A deformed metal contains a large stored energy and,
on annealing at elevated temperatures, will normally
revert to a lower energy state by means of recovery, re-
crystallization (a nucleation and growth phenomenon),
and grain growth.9,29 In this work, a decrease of disloca-
tion density in the annealed nanocrystalline layer was
observed (Figs. 4 and 5), suggesting that recovery occurs
during annealing at elevated temperature. A slight sharp-
ening of the XRD peaks of the 250 �C annealed sample as
compared to the as-SMATed sample (Fig. 1) indicates that
recovery of the SMATed nanostructure might start at
250 �C. This is consistent with the result revealed in shot-

peened micrometer-sized Zr.30 However, recrystallization
of the SMATed nanostructure does not happen during
annealing at 250 to 550 �C because no drop of the average
grain size was observed. The SMATed nanograined Zr is
stable until 650 �C and exhibits a higher critical tempera-
ture of 0.43 Tm relative to SPD-derived UFG Cu, Ti, and
Cr.5–7 It is known that high thermal stability of cryomilled
nanograined Ti results from a recrystallization process due
to the reordering of cryomilling-introduced nitrogen atoms
in octahedral interstices in Ti.9 For cold-rolled Ti–24Nb–
4Zr–7.9Sn alloy, the formation of the a�phase during
annealing and the pinning effect of the a precipitates on
grain boundaries significantly improves the thermal stabil-
ity of the nanostructure up to 0.5 Tm.12 The reason for the
SMATed nanograined Zr to be of a relatively higher criti-
cal temperature is not well understood at present, and may
be due to a much higher melting point of Zr than the
aforementioned pure metals.

Grain coarsening in nanostructured metals can be
driven by stress and temperature. It is reported that the
stress-driven grain coarsening might be due to either
one or a combination of the grain boundary migration
and the grain rotation.31,32 For the temperature-driven
grain growth, a classical expression relating the aver-
age grain size D and time t under the isothermal anneal-
ing condition is33–35:

D� D0 ¼ kt1=n ; ð1Þ
where D0 is the initial grain size, D is the grain size after
annealing for a time period of t, n is the grain growth
exponent, k characterizes the grain growth rate at a
given temperature having an Arrhenius relation with
temperature:

k ¼ k0 exp
�Q

RT

� �
; ð2Þ

where R is the molar gas constant, T the absolute tem-
perature, Q the activation energy for grain growth, and
k0 is a constant. Following Eq. (1), it is known that grain
growth processes are dominated by curvature-driven
grain boundary migration when n = 2, volume diffusion
when n = 3, and stochastic jumping of atoms across the
grain boundaries if n = 4, respectively.33–35

On the basis of the measured average grain sizes of
the SMATed surface layers held at 750 and 850 �C for
different times, plots of ln(D–D0) versus ln(t) at the tem-
peratures were drawn in Fig. 11, showing the grain
growth kinetics of the nanocrystalline Zr as

D� D0 ¼ 3:5t1=2 at 750 �C ;

D� D0 ¼ 6:5t1=2 at 850 �C :

It is indicated that the grain growth rates k (nm/min1/2)
are 3.5 at 750 �C and 6.5 at 850 �C, respectively, and the

FIG. 10. SEM micrographs of the corroded surfaces after potentiody-

namic polarization tests: (a) unSMATed sample, (b) as-SMATed sam-

ple, SMATed samples annealed at (c) 550 �C and (d) 750 �C for 10 h.
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growth exponent n is 2, suggesting that the growth of the
nanograins in the SMATed Zr is dominated by the
mechanism of curvature-driven grain boundary migra-
tion.33–35 Inputting the measured values of k into
Eq. (2), the calculated activation energy for the grain
growth is 59 kJ/mol in the temperature range from 750
to 850 �C, which is lower than that of Cold-Worked
Zircaloy-4.36 As known, two diffusion mechanisms may
be considered for the grain growth process: diffusion
through lattice or by grain boundary. It is reported that
the activation energies for lattice self-diffusion in mi-
crometer-sized Zr approaches 275 kJ/mol.37 Further-
more, grain boundary self-diffusion measurements by
Vieregge et al.38 on pure polycrystalline-zirconium indi-
cated a constant activation energy of 167 kJ/mol from
500 to 862 �C. The activation energy disagreement be-
tween the present experimental result and the literature
is thought to be related to the difference in the grain
boundary structure between nanostructured and coarse-
grained materials. There are experimental evidences for
the presence of high nonequilibrium grain boundaries
(e.g., boundaries with long-range stresses and excess
energy) in UFG materials prepared by severe plastic
deformation.39,40 By measuring the grain size at different
strains of compressed Cu, Valiev et al. reported that
the activation energy for grain growth was much lower
than that of grain-boundary diffusion due to enhanced
atomic mobility associated with the nonequilibrium
grain boundaries.41 Similar results were also reported
for cryomilled nc-Ti,9 cold-rolled Ti–24Nb–4Zr–7.9Sn
alloy,12 severely deformed Mg–Al alloys,41 and electro-
deposited nanocrystalline gold.42 It is expected that the
nonequilibrium grain boundaries in the SMATed Zr
increase atomic mobility and result in the abnormal
low Q value. This suggests that the grain growth in the
present nanograined Zr is dominated by grain boundary

diffusion, similar to what is observed in nanograined
Cu.39,40

B. Corrosive behaviors

Intergranular corrosion is often induced by impurity
segregation and precipitation at grain boundaries. On the
other hand, defects such as dislocations and grain bound-
aries have also intrinsic susceptibility to local attack, and
reactivity of these defects increases with increasing extra
free energy associated with intrinsic structural disorder.43

In the present work, the as-SMATed nanograined Zr and
the annealed nanograined Zr exhibit a higher corrosion
resistance than the unSMATed coarse-grained Zr, and
the corrosion resistance of the annealed nanograined Zr
decreases with the increase of annealing temperature.
This is related to the dilution of segregated impurities at
grain boundaries due to grain size reduction and the
change of dislocation density caused by annealing.
EDX analysis shown in Fig. 12 indicates that the

detected impurities in the unSMATed zirconium are C,
Hf, and Re, and C has a higher concentration on grain
boundaries than in grain interior of the coarse-grained
Zr. Such segregation of impurities to grain boundaries
was also observed by Balyanov et al.16 in commercially
pure CG Ti, showing that the Al and Fe contents were
about 40% and 470%, respectively, higher on grain
boundary than in grain interior. The segregation of
impurities to grain boundaries in the coarse-grained Zr
could accelerate its intergranular corrosion, similar to
that reported by Balyanov et al.16 Palumbo et al.44 esti-
mated content of segregated impurities at grain bound-
aries assuming the complete segregation. When grain
size is decreased from 10 to 0.3 mm, segregated impu-
rities are estimated to be diluted by about 1/30.44 Dilu-
tion of segregated impurities at grain boundaries is a

FIG. 11. Plot of ln(D�D0) versus ln(t) for holding temperatures of

750 and 850 �C.
FIG. 12. EDX spectra measured at (a) grain interior and (b) grain

boundary of unSMATed Zr.
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well-known beneficial effect of grain size reduction for
corrosion resistance. Because the grain sizes of the pres-
ent samples are in the order: as-SMATed Zr < annealed
SMATed Zr � unSMATed Zr, in combination of the
report and Fig. 10, it is expected that intergranular cor-
rosion can be reduced in both the as-SMATed Zr and the
annealed SMATed Zr due to the dilution of segregated
impurities at grain boundaries in comparison with the
unSMATed Zr. For the annealed SMATed samples,
the grain sizes of the 550–650 �C annealed samples
still keep fine (less than 20 nm), whereas the 750 �C
annealed Zr exhibits significant grain growth to about
65 nm; this results in enhancement of impurities segre-
gation at grain boundaries and thereby a decrease of
corrosion resistance of the 750 �C annealed Zr relative
to the 550–650 �C annealed samples.

The electrochemical corrosion of metal in the anode
side of polarization includes two processes, e.g.,
electrochemical dissolution and passivation.45 Corrosion
performance of a metal is not only determined by its
dissolution rate but also depends on its passivation abili-
ty. During the process of electrochemical dissolution,
spontaneous dissolution in the acid solution and compel-
ling dissolution under the effect of external electrical
field take place simultaneously.45 In the case of Zr an-
ode, both of the dissolution reactions obey to the follow-
ing equation46:

ZrðmÞ ¼ Zr4þðaqÞ þ 4e� :

In thermodynamic consideration, the extra free energy
lowers half-cell electrode potential, resulting in a greater
tendency for electrochemical dissolution in certain cor-
rosive environments. Beaunier et al.47,48 proposed an
atomic-scale model, which describes the penetration rate
at grain boundaries, using activation energy for dissolu-
tion and activation energy for the formation of an active
site for passivation, and suggested that the dissolution
rate of the surface intersecting with the grain boundaries
was higher than that in the grain interiors. Erb et al.49

and Miyamoto et al.14 also reported that the dissolution
rate at nonequilibrium grain boundaries with extrinsic
dislocations should be higher than that at equilibrium
grain boundaries, because excess extrinsic dislocations
near the grain boundaries provide more active sites with
lower activation energy for dissolution. As shown in
Fig. 4(a), the present as-SMATed nanograined Zr has a
large amount of nonequilibrium grain boundaries with
high dislocation density. Thus, a larger area of grain
boundaries due to grain refinement leads to high com-
pelling dissolution of the as-SMATed Zr in H2SO4 solu-
tion at a relatively low corrosion potential. However,
corrosion potential just reflects a value at which anode
polarization occurs.45

On the other hand, similar to titanium, zirconium is
an easily passivated metal during the electrochemical

corrosion process.46,50 Once passivation occurs, the
formed passive film acts as a barrier to reduce the dissolu-
tion of zirconium, preventing its further corrosion. As
known, passivation ability is related to active sites for
passivation, and a high density of defects such as grain
boundaries and dislocations on the surface is a benefit
to the formation of passive film.51–54 For example,
Movchan et al.51 found the SPD-derived ultrafine-gained
Ti could form a passive surface more readily than coarse-
grained Ti. Johansen et al.52 reported that passive film
could be formed at a greater rate on deformed Ti (34%
plastic strain) than on high temperature annealed deformed
Ti, and passivation first started on the surface of crystal-
line lattice defects. Furthermore, it has also been reported
that the high-density grain boundaries could enhance the
adhesion between the passive film and the surface due to
the increase in the electron activity at grain boundaries and
possible pegging of the passive film into grain bound-
aries.16,53,54 According to the previous works,51–54 the
present as-SMATed nanograined Zr with a large amount
of nonequilibrium grain boundaries and high dislocation
density, as shown in Fig. 4(a), would have a higher density
of nucleation sites for passive films during the corrosion
process, and the formed passive film could be more readi-
ly and adhesive than for the unSMATed sample. After
annealing the SMATed Zr, the number of active passi-
vation sites such as dislocations and grain boundaries in
the 550–750 �C annealed SMATed Zr tend to reduce
with increasing the annealing temperature (Fig. 4). It is
expected that the adhesion between the passive films and
the 550–750 �C annealed SMATed Zr would become
weak with increasing the annealing temperature, leading
to the decrease of corrosion resistance of the SMATed Zr
annealed at elevated temperature, especially for the 750 �C
annealed sample.

V. CONCLUSION

A nanograined layer has been produced on commer-
cially pure zirconium using SMAT. The SMAT-derived
nanograins with a size of 7 nm are free of dislocations in
grain interiors but have high dislocation density along
grain boundaries. The nanograined Zr is thermally stable
at annealing temperatures up to 650 �C, above which
significant grain growth occurs and the average grain
size shows a parabolic relationship with annealing time.
The activation energy for grain growth of nanograined
Zr is about 59 kJ/mol at 750 to 850 �C, and the grain
growth is dominated by grain-boundary diffusion. The
as-SMATed nanograined Zr exhibits higher corrosion
resistance than the 550–750 �C annealed SMATed Zr
and the unSMATed coarse-grained Zr. It is indicated
that the corrosion resistance of Zr tends to increase with
the reduction of grain size, which is related to the dilu-
tion of segregated impurities at grain boundaries due to
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grain refinement and the formation of passive protection
film.
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